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This cumulative thesis presents research from five selected publications in the field of topology preservation in images using irregular graph pyramids. Preserving the structure and the topology of data is a thorough research problem in the field of image analysis and representation, with ample applications.

The thesis introduces a monotonically connected topological subspace called *Slope region* from previous research. The theoretical contribution of this thesis focuses on the characteristics and generalization of the slope regions. It enumerates the salient features of the slope regions for its identification.

From the representation and modeling point of view, the core contribution consists of the origination of the inner boundary (or the folded boundary) and the outer boundary. The inner boundary of the slope region helps to incorporate the holes that are geometrically encapsulated by the outer boundary of the slope region but is topologically excluded from the interior of the slope region. This helps to model the slope region as homeomorphic to a disc. The presence and modeling of holes marks as one of the important distinctions between the proposed slope regions and the previously existing topological subspace.

The slope regions are generalized into two prototypes depending on the components of the slope region and irrespective of the geometric features like the size and shape of the regions.

From the implementing point of view, the thesis proposes an algorithm to build a hierarchy of the slope region over the 4-neighbourhood Region Adjacency Graph (RAG) of an image. Another core contribution of this thesis deals with the dual of the RAG, its significance, and utilization in merging the adjacent slope regions. The slope region hierarchy decomposes the image into slope regions while preserving its topology. The top level of the hierarchy reveals the structure of the image that consists of the critical points and the connections between them. The results from the implementation suggest that an image is a combination of its structure and a few colors. The proposed hierarchical algorithm has the computational complexity of $O(\log d)$.

Finally, the last goal of this thesis is to exploit the link between the proposed ingeniously designed algorithm and machine learning. This goal is achieved by deriving an objective function that simplifies a few of the many steps in the proposed algorithm and opens the domain of learning an irregular image pyramid.

In dieser Arbeit wird ein monoton verbundener topologischer Unterraum, die so genannte \textit{slope-Region}, aus früheren Forschungsarbeiten eingeführt. Der theoretische Beitrag dieser Arbeit konzentriert sich auf die Eigenschaften und die Verallgemeinerung der slope-Regionen. Es werden die hervorstechenden Merkmale der slope-Regionen für ihre Identifizierung aufgezählt.


Die slope-Regionen werden in zwei Prototypen verallgemeinert, abhängig von den Komponenten der slope-Region und unabhängig von den geometrischen Merkmalen wie Größe und Form der Regionen.


In dieser Arbeit wird ein monoton verbundener topologischer Unterraum, die so genannte slope-Region, aus früheren Forschungsarbeiten eingeführt. Der theoretische Beitrag dieser Arbeit konzentriert sich auf die Eigenschaften und die Verallgemeinerung der slope-Regionen. Es werden die hervorstechenden Merkmale der slope-Regionen für ihre Identifizierung aufgezählt.


Die slope-Regionen werden in zwei Prototypen verallgemeinert, abhängig von den Komponenten der slope-Region und unabhängig von den geometrischen Merkmalen wie Größe und Form der Regionen.


Schließlich ist das letzte Ziel dieser Arbeit, die Verbindung zwischen dem vorgeschlagenen Algorithmus und maschinellem Lernen zu nutzen. Dieses Ziel wird durch die Ableitung einer Zielfunktion erreicht, die einige der vielen Schritte im vorgeschlagenen Algorithmus vereinfacht und den Bereich des Lernens einer unregelmäßigen Bildpyramide eröffnet.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction to Topology and Irregular Image Pyramid

In Einstein’s general relativity the structure of space can change but not its topology. Topology is the property of something that doesn’t change when you bend it or stretch it as long as you don’t break anything.

Edward Witten

1.1 Motivation

The concept of topology revolves around the notion that there is an idea of proximity and the spatial relation between the elements of a set. Unlike the geometrical properties, for example, the shape and size of an object, the topological properties remain unchanged even after geometrical deformations like twist, stretch, rotate, etc. In formal terminology, the topological properties are invariant under the continuous transformations of the space. This makes them more significant for the applications that require the adjacency relations between the elements of a set. The topological properties encapsulate the qualitative signatures like the genus of the surface, the number of connected components or holes. The famous metaphor in the field of topology states- ‘the mug and the donut are one and the same’. This equivalence relation is due to the fact that both the mug and the donut have a single hole in them. Moreover, topological features are not bounded by coordinate systems [Car09]. Although we often receive data in the form of vectors or real numbers in a coordinate system, the study of topology deals with the intrinsic properties of the objects. This makes the topological features more robust and vital for various applications.
1. Introduction to Topology and Irregular Image Pyramid

Topology is subconsciously involved in our daily-life problems like (a) the process of untangling a tangled earphone wire corresponds to reducing the number of holes created by the wire, and in contrast, (b) planting a knot of a shoelace that increases the number of holes. Besides, topology has been used in multiple applications across the different fields of science:

1. Image analysis and segmentation [WZS15, ZL21]
2. Shape matching [PSO18] and object recognition [MGGR13]
3. Image classification [DMV17]
4. Robot path planning and analysing [LLS19, SUDA20]
5. Medical image segmentation and modeling [LGB20, DCL20]
6. Relation between structure, shape and topology of the molecules in chemistry [GCV20]
7. Topology preservation in combination with machine learning [HKNU17]

The structure and the topological properties provide the key insights into the intrinsic relationship within the data and assist in the extraction of the relevant features of possibly complex/high dimensional data. Therefore, preservation of the topological properties is a crucial issue in data analysis.

Our visual system is tuned to process structures typically found in the world. Borders, corners, and edges are some of the structural features that are processed to give a meaningful outcome. But machines do not possess this capability. The topology and the structure of the image help the machines to understand and process the digital images. The terms structure and topology are quite interconnected. They form a mathematical basis for image processing operations like image thinning, border following, and connected component labeling. This can be illustrated by a simple example: topologically speaking, donut and the mug are the same, until a bite of donut disconnects its boundaries. The disconnected boundary no more encapsulates the hole making it topologically different from the mug. The boundary is a structural feature and its modification leads to change the topology of the object.

The computation of the structure obeying a topological property is complemented with the concept of cellular decomposition. In topology, cellular decomposition deals with the decomposition of a manifold (cellular complex) as the disjoint union of the cells that possess certain topological properties. Narrowing down to images, cell decomposition is similar to image segmentation where the individual segments comply with a feature (for example same object) or a topological property. The pioneering work of Kovalevsky [Kov89] is one of the earliest research that intends to employ the concept of the cellular complexes in the field of image processing. [EHNP03, LP+20] are some of the researches that use the concept of cellular decomposition while simultaneously preserving the topological properties of 2D surfaces.

Besides preservation of the structure and the topology, the following are the factors that determine the practicability of the approach:
1.2 Outline

This thesis is a cumulative doctoral thesis and is divided into three major parts in addition to this brief introductory chapter.

1.2.1 Part 1: Basics of slope region hierarchy and its representation

Chapter 1 briefly explains the concept of (a) the region adjacency graph (RAG) and the irregular graph pyramids that are used for the representation of an image pyramid, (b) the combinatorial map data structure to store the graphs for implementation, and (c)
other important definitions related to the slope region hierarchy, required to understand the publications in Part 2. Chapter 2 introduces the concept of merging the slope regions by eliminating a common boundary that is structurally redundant. This is relevant for Paper A that aids in achieving a compact representation. Chapter 3 describes the properties of the slope region relevant for Paper B and Paper C dealing with the generalization and characterization of the slope regions. Chapter 4 discusses the algorithm and result of decomposing the image into slope regions and constructing a slope region hierarchy mentioned in Paper D. Further it discusses the potential approach for learning described in Paper E.

1.2.2 Part 2: Selected Publications

Part 2 consists of 5 papers from my publications. These five papers cover the most important research built on the fundamentals described in [KCBGD19a] and [KCBGD19b]. All the five papers are peer-reviewed, accepted and published in proceedings of international workshop/conference (Paper A, B, D, E) or as an article in international journal (Paper C).

1.2.2.1 Contributions

I served as the first author in 4 (Paper A, B, D, E) out of the 5 selected publications and I served as the second author in the remaining 1 (Paper C). This section describes the contributions of Walter G. Kropatsch, Rocio Gonzalez-Diaz, Jiri Hladuvka, Rocio Moreno-Casablanca and myself to the selected papers of this cumulative thesis.

My contributions: As the first author, I was the main source of the ideas and the developed methods presented in the Paper A, B, D, E ([BKCGD19, BJK19, BGDK20, BGDK22]). For Paper A, I formulated the definition of the orientation of the edges in the Boundary Adjacent graph (BAG) and further used it for determining the removal kernel. For Paper B, I adapted the existing prototype of the slope region from our previous publication [KCBGD19a]. The second prototype of the slope region and upgrades of modelling the holes on monotonic paths in the previously existing prototypes were my major contributions. As a co-author in Paper C, I was responsible to generating results and explanation of the prototype of the slope regions in relation to the characterization of the slope region. Besides, I supported in the writing of the some proofs for presented Theorems and Lemmas in Paper C. For Paper D, I adapted the existing implementation of the Topology preserving irregular image pyramid of the Pattern Recognition and Image Processing (PRIP) group. Implementation of the algorithm in parallel to reduce computation time and upgrades in the pipeline of the algorithm was solely done by myself from scratch. The derivation of the objective function, its explanation and the results in Paper E are majorly contributed by me.

Contributions of Walter G. Kropatsch: As my mentor (Doktorvater) and head of the Pattern Recognition and Image Processing (PRIP) research group, he was involved in all my research activities through my PhD. Topology preserving irregular image pyramid
is a long term research topic of Walter G. Kropatsch. Therefore, he supported me with his in-depth knowledge during the development of the ideas leading to publications. He supported me in solving difficult problems, and provided me valuable feedback for all the written text (reports and papers). He constantly guided me by giving idea for possible future work.

Contributions of Rocio Gonzalez-Diaz: As a collaborator of PRIP research group from a long time, Rocio Gonzalez-Diaz helped me majorly in the mathematical formulation of the scientific writing. Besides, as the first author of Paper C, she initiated the idea of presenting the necessary and the sufficient conditions for the existence of the slope regions. I would respectfully honor her as my second mentor for guiding me through discussions of new ideas and giving valuable feedback about my scientific writings.

Contributions of Rocio Moreno-Casablanca and Jiri Hladuvka: As the co-authors of the selected papers (Paper A, B, and C) both Rocio Moreno-Casablanca and Jiri Hladuvka contributed by proof reading the paper and providing the feedback to improve the readability of the papers. Rocio Moreno-Casablanca also contributed in some illustrations and proof presented in Paper C.

1.2.3 Part 2: Appendix

The appendix includes my curriculum vitae and a complete list of my publications.
Part I

First Part
Basics of Slope region hierarchy

"Topology is the science of fundamental pattern and structural relationships of event constellations."

R. Buckminster Fuller

This chapter gives the relevant terminologies that are required to understand the publications in Part 2. It starts with the explanation of graph-based representation and the basic graph operations for the construction of the irregular pyramids. Section 2.3 explains the concept of the combinatorial map which is used as the data structure that implicitly encodes the structure and is used for implementation purposes. Section 2.4 gives the relation between the cellular decomposition and the proposed hierarchy based approach. Lastly, Section 2.5 provides the basic definitions and the key concept of this thesis: the slope region hierarchy and the slope complex required for the selected publications.

2.1 Graph-based image representation

Graph-based representations are an elegant way of representing images. Especially, when the aim is to preserve the structure and the topology of the image, the representation should not be bounded by the discrete coordinate system. A digital image $P$ can be visually perceived as a sampled version of a geographical terrain model which is a 2.5D continuous surface by defining the height (gray-value pixel intensity) map $g : \mathbb{R}^2 \to \mathbb{R}$.

The digital image $P$ can be efficiently represented by a dual pair of plane graphs. The neighborhood graph $G = (V, E)$ is formed by vertices $v \in V$ corresponding to pixels $p \in P$ connected to the 4-adjacent neighbours by edges $e \in E$. Assuming each pixel is a separate region, the 4-adjacent neighborhood graph is same as the Region Adjacency Graph (RAG). The dual of the RAG is the Boundary Adjacency Graph (BAG) $\overline{G} = (\overline{V}, \overline{E})$ where a vertex $\overline{v} \in \overline{V}$ of BAG corresponds to a face formed by the intersection of the
boundary segments in the RAG $G$ and the edges $e \in E$ correspond to the boundary separating the faces in the RAG $G$ [Die97, Sec. 4.6]. We use a 4-neighbor RAG and not an 8-neighbor RAG to prevent violation of Jordan’s curve theorem. For more details, please refer [MDC+19, Subsection 1.2.1]. The gray value of the pixel $p$ is visually conceived as the height of the surface and it is denoted by $g(p) = g(v)$ where $v \in V$ is a vertex corresponding to the pixel $p$.

Note: Since the later part of the thesis discusses the merging of the pixel into regions and their adjacency relations, we prefer to call it as the region adjacency graph instead of the neighborhood graph.

**Definition 1 (Orientation of an edge in RAG)** The orientation of an edge $e(v, w) \in E$ in the RAG $G = (V, E)$ is directed from vertex $v \in V$ to vertex $w \in V$ iff $g(v) > g(w)$, and for $g(v) = g(w)$ the edge is not oriented.

The edge $e \in E$ connecting two vertices $v, w \in V$ is non-oriented if $g(v) = g(w)$. Note that we define the orientation of edges by considering only the gray values of the corresponding vertices as a feature. The theory stated in this document remains valid for higher dimensional feature vectors provided that their ordering is defined.

### 2.2 Graph-based irregular image pyramid

Regular image pyramids first introduced by Burt et al. [BHR81] are defined as a sequence of copies of an original image in which the resolution is decreased in regular steps. The reduction factor between the two consecutive levels of the regular image pyramid is determined by the reduction window and the overlap. A reduction window relates each region (one pixel) on level $n$ of the pyramid with a set of regions (fixed dimension typically $3 \times 5$ or $5 \times 5$ grid) in level $(n - 1)$ of the pyramid. Therefore a regular pyramid with a fixed reduction window has a fixed reduction factor [BK01]. But regular pyramids are incapable of preserving the topological structure of the image, leading to structural inaccuracies during the construction of the pyramid [SMK10]. The irregular pyramids were introduced to overcome this drawback of the regular pyramid [Tes91]. An irregular pyramid is defined as a stack of successively reduced graphs, where each graph is built from the selected vertices (surviving vertices) and edges (surviving edges) of the graph below. Thus neither the reduction factor between the adjacent levels is fixed nor is the number of levels. The irregular graph pyramids facilitate the selection of the relevant features and the elimination of irrelevant information that helps to analyze the data at multiple resolutions. Since irregular pyramids do not use the fixed reduction window, they are not bounded by the coordinate system and have potential to represent unstructured data.
2.2. Graph-based irregular image pyramid

2.2.1 Graph operations

The reduction of the graph from the base level to the higher levels is produced by applying basic graph operations: edge contraction and edge removal operations [Kro98]. This subsection is dedicated to the explanation of the two graph operations (edge contraction and removal) responsible for the bottom-up construction of the pyramid (REDUCE), followed by the explanation of their reverse operation for the top-down expansion of the higher level of the pyramid (EXPAND).

Edge contraction operation

Let $G = (V, E)$ be a graph containing an edge $e = (u, v)$ with $u \neq v$ and $u, v \in V$. Let $f$ be a function that maps every vertex $V \setminus \{u, v\}$ to itself, and otherwise, maps it to a new vertex $w$. The contraction of $e$ results in a new graph $G' = (V', E')$, where $E' = E \setminus \{e\}$, $V' = (V \setminus \{u, v\}) \cup \{w\}$ such that $\forall x \in V, x' = f(x) \in V'$; and for all edges $e(u, x) \in E$ and $e(v, x) \in E$ where $x \in V$ maps to $e'(w, x) \in E'$ where $w, x \in V'$.

In simple terms, given a graph $G = (V, E)$ the edge contraction operation of edge $e(u, v) \in E$ where $u, v \in V$ results in a new graph $G' = (V', E')$ where the edge $e$ is removed and its two incident vertices $u, v \in V$ are merged into a new vertex $w \in V'$, where the edges incident to $w$ correspond to an edge incident to either $u$ or $v$ in $G$. Figure 2.1 shows an example of edge contraction operation. The edges are non-oriented on purpose to avoid the confusion between the orientation of an edge (Def. 1) and vertex $u$ merging with vertex $v$ or vice-versa.

![Figure 2.1: An example of edge contraction operation.](image)

Edge removal operation

Let $G = (V, E)$ be a graph containing an edge $e = (u, v)$. Let $f$ be a function that maps every vertex $V$ to itself. The removal of $e$ results in a new graph $G' = (V', E')$, where $E' = E \setminus \{e\}$, $V' = V$ such that $\forall x \in V, x' = f(x) \in V'$.

In simple terms, given a graph $G = (V, E)$ the edge removal operation of edge $e(u, v) \in E$ where $u, v \in V$ results in a new graph $G' = (V', E')$ where the edge $e$ connecting the two vertices $u, v$ is removed without altering the vertex set $V$ and other edge connections. Figure 2.2 shows an example of edge removal operation.

The Edge contraction operation preserves the connectivity while simultaneously reducing the graph. Therefore the edge contraction operation is a convenient tool for building a topology preserving irregular image pyramid.
2.2.2 Inverse of the edge contraction and edge removal operations

The inverse of the edge contraction and edge removal is called *edge de-contraction* and *edge insertion* respectively. Intuitively, an edge de-contraction on graph $G \equiv (V, E)$ is equivalent to splitting a vertex $w \in V$ into two connected vertices $u, v \in V'$ and adding the edge $e(u, v) \in E'$ resulting in an expanded graph $G' = (V', E')$. The cardinality of both the vertex set and edge set increases by one after an edge de-contraction operation.

Similarly, an edge insertion operation on graph $G \equiv (V, E)$ is equivalent to adding an edge $e(u, v) \in E'$ between the two vertices $u, v \in V$ resulting in an expanded graph $G' = (V, E')$. The cardinality of the edge set increases by one after an edge insertion operation, while the cardinality of the vertex set remains unchanged.

2.2.3 Graph-based Irregular Image pyramid

Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 describes the consequence of a single edge contraction and a single edge removal operation on the graph $G \equiv (V, E)$ respectively. Both operations result in reducing the cardinality of the edge set by one. Additionally, the edge contraction operations also reduce the vertex cardinality and the degree of respective face by one. Both operations result in the reduced size of the graph. Multiple number of edge contraction and edge removals can be performed simultaneously. By successively performing the edge operations, a stack of reduced graphs called irregular graph pyramid is obtained.

| Edge contraction operation | $|E'| = |E| - 1$ | $|V'| = |V| - 1$ |
|----------------------------|------------------|------------------|
| cardinality of edges set   |                  |                  |
| cardinality of vertex set  |                  |                  |
| degree of new vertex $w \in V'$ | $deg(w) = deg(u) + deg(v) - 2$ | $|F'| = |F|$ |
| number of faces            |                  |                  |

Let $G_0(V_0, E_0)$ be the Region Adjacency Graph corresponding to an image $P$. The stack of graphs $G_k, k \in [0, 1, 2, \ldots, n]$ produced by successive graph operations is called graph-based irregular image pyramid. The graph $G_0$ is termed as the base of the pyramid and the graph $G_n$ is the top of the pyramid, while $k$ corresponds to the level of the
2.3 Combinatorial maps

Table 2.2: Consequences of edge removal operation on graph $G = (V, E)$

| Edge removal operation | cardinality of edges set $|E'| = |E| - 1$ |
|------------------------|----------------------------------|
| cardinality of vertex set $|V'| = |V|$ |
| degree of new vertex not applicable |
| number of faces $|F'| = |F| - 1$ |

pyramid. The set of edges selected for the contraction and the removal operation is termed as the contraction kernel and the removal kernel respectively. The contraction kernel and the reduction kernel determine the survival of the vertices and edges in the graph pyramid. The selection of the contraction kernel and the removal kernel are the most crucial task that helps to construct the desired irregular pyramid. The research presented in the Paper D (Section 5.2.1) deals with the selection of the contraction kernel, while Paper A (Section 3.3) deals with the selection of the removal kernel depending on the features of the image. Section 5.2.1.1 is dedicated for the reduction function that determines the gray value $g(w)$ of the resulting vertex $w \in G_k$ after a contraction operation of edge $e(u, v) \in G_{k-1}$. It also discusses the expansion function which is the inverse of the reduction function and is used during a de-contraction operation.

2.3 Combinatorial maps

After a brief explanation of graph-based representations, this section delivers the data structure to store the graphs. The selection of the data structure is a crucial task because a lot of factors like computational speed, the possibility of parallel computing, required storage memory, and encoding of the graph properties depend on the data structure. Amongst all the methods of storing graphs, the most common methods are adjacency matrix, adjacency list, edge list, generalized maps, combinatorial maps, incident matrix, etc. Every method has its pros and cons which affects its efficiency depending on the application.

This research aims to construct an irregular image pyramid that preserves the topology of the image, where the structure of the image represented by the graph is required to be encoded. The edge contraction operation may result in formation of multiple edges, self-loops, inclusions, pending edges, beneficial for representing the structure of an image. Adjacency list, adjacency matrix, and incident matrix are not capable of encoding the structural information. On the other hand, combinatorial maps and generalized maps are capable of modeling the topological structures [Lie91]. Hence combinatorial maps are preferred as the data structure for the construction of the irregular image pyramids that encode the structural information of the image [BK01, KHI07]. Similar to the graph pyramids, the stack of combinatorial maps will form a combinatorial pyramid.
2. Basics of Slope region hierarchy

**Definition 2 (Combinatorial Map)** A combinatorial map is a triplet $C = (D, \alpha, \sigma)$, where:

- $D$ is a finite set of darts,
- $\alpha$ is an involution on the set $D$, and
- $\sigma$ is a permutation on the set $D$.

In a combinatorial map, each edge in the graph is represented by two half edges called darts $d_1$ and $d_2$ connected by the involution $\alpha(d_1) = d_2$ and $\alpha(d_2) = d_1$. Consequently the relationship $\alpha(\alpha(d)) = d$ holds true for all the darts in the combinatorial map.

**Definition 3 (($\alpha$)-orbit)** An edge in a combinatorial map is a set of two darts that combine to form an ($\alpha$)-orbit denoted by $\alpha^*$-orbit.

The $\sigma$ permutation relates each dart with the following dart around the same vertex in the clockwise or counter-clockwise direction. The direction of the encoding is implementation-specific. For all the further uses of the permutation relationship in this document, we assume the $\sigma$ permutation of a dart is the following dart around the vertex in a **counter-clockwise** direction. Figure 2.3 shows examples of $\sigma$ relations with orange arrows and an example of $\alpha$ relation in blue arrow. The sequence of darts while traversing around a vertex starting from dart $d$ is called a (sigma)-orbit denoted by $\sigma^*(d)$. The inverse function of the permutation $\sigma$ is called an inverse permutation $\sigma^{-1}$. The inverse permutation of a dart is the following dart around the vertex in a **clockwise** direction. If $\sigma(d_1) = d_2$, then $\sigma^{-1}(d_2) = d_1$.

The dual of the graph is implicitly encoded in the combinatorial map [Har69]. The dual permutation $\varphi$ is defined as $\varphi = \sigma \circ \alpha$ for counter-clockwise direction of $\sigma$ permutation (and $\varphi = \alpha \circ \sigma$ for clockwise direction of $\sigma$ permutation). Thus the dual $C'$ of the combinatorial map $C = (D, \alpha, \sigma)$ is defined as $C' = (D, \alpha, \varphi)$, and it can be constructed using the combination of the $\alpha$ and $\sigma$.

Figure 2.3 shows a simple graph encoded into a combinatorial map where each edge is represented by two darts. Table 2.3 displays the encoding of the adjacency relations from Fig. 2.3 into the $\sigma$ permutation and the $\alpha$ involution.

Brun and Kropatsch [BK99] defined approaches to compute the special cases of edges (multiple edges, empty self-loops, self-loops, pendant dart, etc) in a graph with help of $\sigma$ and $\alpha$ in a combinatorial map.

Example: The Combinatorial maps encode the adjacency relations and structure of the objects and not the geometrical embedding in the plane. This can be explained with a very interesting and realistic example that everyone can relate with:

Often while using the navigation systems (e.g., Google maps), at the roundabout, the
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Figure 2.3: An example of a simple graph encoded as combinatorial map.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\mathcal{D}$</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi$</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.3: Encoding adjacency relations into $\sigma$ permutation and $\alpha$ involution of combinatorial maps.

The navigation system announces the ‘number of exit’ instead of announcing the geometrical direction (e.g., right, left, straight, etc). Apparently, the ‘number of exit’ is exactly the same as the number of $\sigma$ permutations if the exit roads from the roundabout are imagined as edges (Figure 2.4).

"Take the forth exit from the roundabout"  \[ \text{exit} = \sigma(\sigma(\sigma(\sigma(\text{current road})))) \]

Figure 2.4: Correspondence between combinatorial map and navigation system.
2. Basics of Slope region hierarchy

2.3.1 Independent edges in Combinatorial maps

In a combinatorial map, the edge operations are performed by modifying the permutations and the inverse permutations of the respective darts. The contraction or removal of an edge $e$ associated with darts $d_1$ and $d_2$ will require modifications in the permutations of four other darts: $\sigma(d_1)$, $\sigma^{-1}(d_1)$, $\sigma(d_2)$, $\sigma^{-1}(d_2)$. Thus the edge $e$ (darts $d_1$ and $d_2$) is dependent on four other darts termed dependent set. While using the combinatorial map, the edge operations cannot be performed simultaneously (in parallel) on edge $e$ and the edges associated with the darts in the dependent set of $e$. Besides these four edges associated with the darts in the dependent set, the remaining edges are combinatorially independent of edge $e$.

2.4 Cellular Decomposition and Cellular Complex

A continuous function $f : M \rightarrow N$ where $M$ and $N$ are topological spaces (or Metric spaces) is homeomorphic if the function has a one-to-one onto mapping and its inverse is also continuous. Homeomorphism (topological isomorphism) is a function that captures the topological properties of a given space. It establishes the relationship between the two spaces based on the topological features and independent of the geometrical properties like size and shape. In topological terminologies, the equivalence relation between the mug and the donut is expressed as homeomorphism.

In general, a $n$-cell is a $n$ dimensional subspace that is homeomorphic to $n$-balls ($n$ dimensional ball). For ease of imagination, let us limit the number of dimensions. A 3-cell is a volume that is homeomorphic to a 3D ball (sphere). Similarly, a 2-cell and a 1-cell are homeomorphic to a disc and an arc. A 0-cell corresponds to a point. This is analogous to graphs and can be associated with the graphs for an intuitive understanding of cellular decomposition. In graphs, the 0-cells, the 1-cells, and the 2-cells correspond to the vertices, the edges, and the faces of the graph. The faces (2-cells) are bounded by the edges (1-cells) and the edges are bounded by the vertices (0-cells).

A cellular decomposition is a process of partitioning a $n$D manifold into a disjoint union of $n$D cells. Such a partition involves contribution of $k$D cells, where $k \in [0, 1, \ldots, n-1]$. Conversely, the cellular complex is topological spaces that is constructed by gluing (union) the cells.

2.4.1 Relating cellular decomposition with irregular image pyramids

A digital image $P$ can be perceived as a sample version of a surface $S \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^2$ as shown in Figure 2.5. In the similar fashion, the 4-adjacent neighborhood graph $G$ of image $P$ represents the surface $S$. The points of $S$ are associated with vertices in $G$ and simple arcs connecting two points on $S$ are associated with edges in $G$. A face of the graph $G$ corresponds to a connected surface, being a closed subset of $S$ as shown in Figure 2.5 and Fig. 2.6.
2.4. Cellular Decomposition and Cellular Complex

Figure 2.5: Digital image and its corresponding 2.5D continuous surface.

Figure 2.6: Low frequency sampling of digital image in Fig. 2.5(a), and its corresponding pair of dual graphs (RAG and BAG).
One can imagine that the graph embedding results in a cellular decomposition of the image surface into a disjoint union of image patches (2-cells). Conversely, gluing the image patches (2-cells) results in an image surface (cellular complex). For instance, the vertex in the RAG with black and white color in Figure 2.6 is associated with the local minimum and the local maximum (0-cells) of the surface in the Figure 2.5(b). The region (2-cell) of the digital image and the continuous surface highlighted with red (Figure 2.5) is represented by the highlighted face in RAG bounded by 4-vertices and 4 edges in Figure 2.6. The same is represented by a single vertex highlighted with black circle in the BAG. The incident edges marked in black, preserve the connectivity with the adjacent vertices (in BAG) that represent 2-cells in the corresponding image/surface. The same concept is applicable for non-grid and irregular graphs that appear during the construction of graph-based irregular image pyramid.

This thesis presents a similar approach for the decomposition of the image surfaces into cells called slope region (Section 2.5.3). The points inside the slope region obey a specific spatial relationship. The proposed algorithm processes the input image to produce the output as decomposition of the image surface in the minimal number of slope regions. This is achieved by the graph-based irregular image pyramid, where the vertices corresponding to the relevant pixels and the connections between them are preserved. After eliminating all the irrelevant vertices and edges, the graph at the top level of the pyramid displays the structure of the image.

Alternatively, the process can be comprehended as gluing the image patches (2-cells) to construct a cellular complex called Slope complex (Section 2.6), whose cells classify as slope regions.

2.5 Categories of vertices, paths and regions

This section starts with defining the various categories of 0-cells (vertices) and the 1-cells (edges / paths). It is in continuation with the explanation of the graph-based image representation and the orientation of the edge in RAG (Section 2.1). Using the categories of 0-cells and 1-cells, the section introduces the slope regions (2-cells) and their properties.

2.5.1 Local Binary Patterns (LBPs) for vertex categorization

Ojala et al. [OPH96] introduced Local Binary Patterns (LBP), which evolved as one of the most studied texture descriptors. Originally LBP codes (texture descriptors) are 8-bit binary codes produced by thresholding the gray values in the peripheral of the pixel.

There exist several variants of the LBP depending on the following two parameters: (a) the radius of periphery around the point of consideration, and (b) the number of samples.

The implementation of 4 bit LBP (considering 4 samples at radius 1) is only applicable to the 4-adjacent neighborhood graph of the image, with a grid structure that initiates the base level of the irregular image pyramid. But at the higher levels of the pyramid,
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the degree of a vertex is not limited to four. Moreover, the number of neighbors vary for each vertex after successive edge contraction and edge removal operations. To maintain generality and relevance for the higher level of the pyramids with irregular structures, the LBP categories are defined based on the orientation of the incident edges.

The incident edges that are oriented outward are encoded as 1 while the incident edges that are oriented inward are encoded as 0. Traversing the edges in a clockwise or counterclockwise direction will result in a sequence of bits called **LBP code**. The number of switches from zero to one or from one to zero in the LBP code is termed as bit switches. Note that the non-oriented edges are not encoded into bits. The presence of the non-oriented edge does not impact the LBP category of the vertex and they can be ignored. The impact of presence of the non-oriented edges are discussed later in Def. 10 and Def. 12.

Fig. 2.7 shows an example of a vertex with degree 6 and the encoding of the edge orientations into bits. In the example, The LBP code starts from the edge highlighted in red and then traverse the following edges in the counter-clockwise direction. The right side of the figure shows the number of bit switches in the bit sequence. Unlike the example in Figure 2.7, if the first bit and the last bit does not match, then there is an addition in the number of bit switches by one.

The categorization of the vertex into critical (the local maximum, the local minimum, the saddles) and the non-critical (the slope points) is defined below based on the number of bit switches in the LBP code. This eliminates the fixed sample size and depends on the orientation of the incident edges making it applicable irrespective of the degree of a vertex.

**Definition 4 (Local maximum)** A vertex $v$ in graph $G$ is a local maximum $\oplus$ if its LBP code consists of only 1s.
Definition 5 (Local minimum) A vertex \( v \) in graph \( G \) is a local minimum ⊗ if its LBP code consists of only 0s.

The term local extremum refers to the local minimum or the local maximum.

Definition 6 (Saddle vertex) A vertex \( v \) in graph \( G \) is a saddle vertex ⊕ if the LBP code has a number of bit switches greater than 2.

Definition 7 (Slope vertex) A vertex \( v \) in graph \( G \) is a slope vertex if the LBP code has exactly 2 bit switches.

Following are the LBP codes of the 4 classes of vertices \( v \in V \) as defined above for a 4-adjacency neighbourhood graph \( G = (V, E) \):

- Maximum: \([1111]\),
- Minimum: \([0000]\),
- Saddle vertex: \([1010]\), \([0101]\), and
- Slope vertex: \([1100]\), \([0110]\), \([0011]\), \([1001]\), \([0100]\), \([0010]\), \([0001]\), \([0111]\), \([1011]\), \([1101]\), \([1110]\).

2.5.2 Categorization of paths

After defining the categories of vertex, this subsection defines the categories of paths of the graphs.

Definition 8 (Path) A path \( \pi \) is a non-empty sub-graph of \( G \), consisting of an alternating sequence of vertices and edges \( \pi = v_1, e(v_1, v_2), v_2, \ldots, e(v_{r-1}, v_r), v_r \).

A path of a graph may consist of both oriented and non-oriented edges. For further use, the path joining vertex \( v_1 \) and \( v_r \) is denoted as \( \pi(v_1, v_r) \).

Definition 9 (Monotonic path) A path \( \pi(v_1, v_r) \) is monotonic if all the oriented edges \( (v_i, v_{i+1}) \), \( i \in [1, r - 1] \) have the same orientation.

Definition 10 (Level curve) A path \( \pi \) is a level curve if it is composed of non-oriented edges only.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LBP category</th>
<th>example of surface mesh</th>
<th>corresponding vertex</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>local maximum</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Local Maximum" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Local Maximum" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>local minimum</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Local Minimum" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Local Minimum" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saddle vertex</td>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Saddle Vertex" /></td>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Saddle Vertex" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slope vertex</td>
<td><img src="image7" alt="Slope Vertex" /></td>
<td><img src="image8" alt="Slope Vertex" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.4: LBP categories of vertices with their corresponding surface illustrations.

A monotonic path connects vertices in an order such that the gray value of the vertices is either non-decreasing or non-increasing. All the vertices with the same gray value are connected by level curves. A monotonic path $\pi(v_1, v_r)$ can be further extended by adding an edge orientated in the same direction as the direction of the monotonic path $\pi(v_1, v_r)$. A monotonic path that cannot be further extended is called a maximal monotonic path.

**Remark 1** The endpoints of a maximal monotonic path will always be a local extremum.

The concept of monotonic paths is very similar to the concept of integral lines defined in [EHZ03]. There is a very subtle difference between these two terminologies. A level curve can be a part of a monotonic path, but it cannot be a part of an integral line. An integral line consists of strictly increasing or decreasing function values, while a monotonic path consists of non-decreasing or non-increasing function values respectively.
2.5.3 Categorization of a region

A face of the surface embedded graph plane $G$ corresponds to a connected surface, being a closed subset of $S \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^2$, bounded by the curves represented by the edges that surround the corresponding face in the graph $G$.

**Definition 11 (Slope region)** A face in a surface embedded plane graph $G$ is a slope region $S$ if all the pairs of points in the face can be connected by a continuous monotonic curve inside the face.

**Definition 12 (Plateau region)** A face in a surface embedded plane graph $G$ is a plateau region if all the points in the face can be connected by a level curve inside the face.

In simple words, a face in a surface embedded plane graph $G$ is a plateau region if all the points inside the face have the same gray value.

For example, Figure 2.8(a) shows a sample image with white background and a grey colored foreground object. Figure 2.8(b) shows its corresponding RAG. The plateau region is highlighted in grey color, which is composed of a connected subgraph and the faces encapsulated by the subgraph with the same gray value. Since the edges that compose the plateau region are non-oriented, the the LBP categorization of the individual vertices of the plateau region is not defined at the base level $G_0$ of the pyramid. At higher levels of the pyramid, the plateau region will shrink to a single vertex due to the successive contraction operations as shown in Figure 2.8(c). The LBP categorization for plateau region is computed for the vertex that represents the plateau region at a higher level of the pyramid. The spatial receptive field of the vertex representing the plateau region consists of a bounded connected surface $L$, being a closed subset of the surface $S \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^2$, where $g(l) = c, \forall l \in L$. The vertex representing the plateau region could then be categorized as a local maximum, a local minimum, a saddle, or a slope, depending on its neighborhood.

**Definition 13 (Saddle region)** A face in a surface embedded plane graph $G$ is a saddle region if there exist pairs of points in the face that cannot be connected by a continuous monotonic curve inside the face.

From the literature, a non-well-composed configuration (defined in [LER95]) is a similar term as that of a saddle region. The pixel configuration in Figure 2.9(a) is a non-well-composed configuration if $g(a) < g(b), g(a) < g(d), g(c) < g(b), g(c) < g(d)$. Figure 2.9(b) is the neighbourhood graph for the pixel configuration in Figure 2.9(a) with oriented edges for better visualization. A 2D image is called well-composed [LER95] if it does not contain the non-well-composed configuration as shown in Figure 2.9(a).
The non-well composed configuration signifies the presence of a saddle point that is not captured by the digital image. These hidden saddle points are inserted in order to convert the non-well composed configurations into the well composed configuration. A hidden saddle as a vertex $r$ adjacent to vertices $a, b, c$ and $d$ such that $\max(g(a), g(c)) < g(r) < \min(g(b), g(d))$ as shown in Figure 2.9(c). The non-well-composed configurations occur when the sampling frequency (used to sample the landscape for the digital image) is lower than the Nyquist criterion i.e., the minimum distance between any two critical points. After the insertion of the saddle vertex $r$, the number of bit switches does not change for the vertices $a, b, c$ and $d$, and hence the LBP category of those vertices will remain unchanged. Note: at this stage, no structural information is added or removed.

2.6 Slope complex and properties of the Slope regions

Definition 14 (Slope complex) A cell decomposition of a continuous surface is a slope complex if all its 2-cells are slope regions.
2. Basics of Slope region hierarchy

2.6.1 What makes slope complex decomposition special?

According to the survey [RM02], the authors have categorized the research on mathematical treatment of surfaces into four main categories:

- Theoretical design of the surface
- Method used feature identification / extraction
- Generalization (simplification and smoothing techniques)
- Applications

For convenience, we compare the proposed approach of slope complex decomposition with other methods in these four categories.

The theoretical design of surfaces has been an integral part of all the researches. There is an extensive research on the Morse-Smale complex (MS complex) and its decomposition. The MS complexes are built using a real-valued smooth map over the surface, with non-degenerate critical points. Edelsbrunner et al. [EHZ03] presents a remarkable work with the intention to build a hierarchy of increasingly coarse MS complexes. In that case, the decomposition is made into regions of uniform flow using integral lines. The concept of the integral lines has great similarity to the monotonic curves of our approach although monotonic curves are geometrically less constrained. Moreover, the plateau regions that form the extrema (non-degenerate critical point) are excluded from the MS complex, but they are considered in the slope complex.

Decomposition using the watershed [BL79] is another popular algorithm that is categorized under theoretical design. Intuitively, a drop of water flowing on a topographic terrain follows the nearest minimum. The nearest minimum is the one that lies at the end of the path on the steepest descent. The watershed algorithm decomposes the complex following the same steepest descent. On the other hand, a slope region is composed of continuous paths with a non-negative gradient connecting a point to the local extrema inside the slope region. This is simple to visualize by replacing the drop of water with a beginner skier skiing downhill. The skier is suggested to maneuver through the slope with a lower gradient and not to get hold of the steepest descent. As a consequence, the watershed algorithm provides a unique solution while the decomposition of the surface into slope regions results in non-unique solutions with the flexibility of maneuvering the boundaries.

The term features is associated with the critical points, the ridges, and the channels of the surface. The features can be identified by observing the contour maps or the water flow direction [Woo98]. The use of second-order derivatives and the Hessian matrix is the most popular approach for detecting the critical points of a surface. Though there exists ambiguity while dealing with non-degenerate critical points. This thesis proposes the use of Local Binary Patterns (LBPs) [OPH96] (Section 2.5.1) to determine the critical points with a few benefits such as avoiding calculations of derivatives.
Other closely related approaches include the use of Reeb graphs \cite{Ree46} that reflects the evolution and connection between the adjacent level sets of a real-valued function on a manifold. Marzantowicz et al. \cite{MSK15} used Reeb graphs for the representation of a sub-complex of a manifold. The authors characterized the Reeb graphs for functions $g$ on manifolds $M$ with concrete properties. For example, if $M$ has a finite fundamental group, then the Reeb graph of $g$ is a tree. In contrast, for the decomposition of a slope complex into slope regions, the considerations are focused on the monotonic paths bounding the slope regions. The pair of monotonic paths bounding the slope regions implicitly encodes the evolution of the contour lines. Though there is a subtle similarity between the Reeb graphs and the proposed method: in both the cases, the topology of the surface contour changes at the critical points of the surfaces. For detailed explanation see Section 2.7.

With help of persistence homology \cite{EH+08}, both the methods can be extended for simplification of the topology.

From the application point of view, the decomposition of a digital image into cells can be considered an over-segmentation of the image. Morphological watersheds and Voronoi tessellations are popular approaches for obtaining an approximation of the segmentation. These methods are widely used for the segmentation of cells, cell membranes, and organs like lungs in medical images. Authors in \cite{PDCAMI11} used the Voronoi tessellations to first obtain an approximation of segmentation and then deformed the segmentation boundary using handcrafted features to reduce the error. In \cite{CCK+18} the author proposed an algorithm for hierarchical segmentation of an image. They first obtain an over-segmentation of the image and then successively merged the adjacent segments depending on the distance (dissimilarity measure) between the segments. This is similar to the superpixel hierarchy first introduced by Ren and Malik \cite{RM03}. Superpixel is a cluster of pixels similar in color and other low-level properties. Superpixel algorithms like \cite{WYG+18} are computationally inexpensive and are also compatible with learning-based approaches. Besides, they are a good substitute for over-segmentation, since they provide flexibility to choose the number of segments and the area of segments (pixels in each superpixel) depending on the chosen algorithm. However, neither of these approaches provides a topological overview now they guarantee structure preservation. The decomposition of the digital images into the slope regions is bound to retain the critical points, the topology, and the structure of the image (see Chapter 5 for more details on experiments and results). Therefore obtaining image segments that defy the structure of the image is beyond the scope of this thesis. Though extensions such as merging of slope regions depending on their distance (dissimilarity measure) can be applied to obtain better segmentation results.

### 2.6.2 Components and Properties of slope regions

This subsection explains the components and the properties of the slope region presented in \cite{KCBGD19a,KCBGD19b,BKGDC19}, that forms the basis for the selected publications.
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For better understanding, the components of the slope region are explained in three parts:

- 0-cells: the local maximum, the local minimum.
- 1-cells: inner boundary, outer boundary and the boundary of the slope region.
- 2-cells: holes

The local extrema (the local maximum and the local minimum) defined in Def. 4 and Def. 5 are also denoted by \(2^{-\text{max}}\) and \(2^{-\text{min}}\) respectively where \(n^{-\text{max}}\) and \(n^{-\text{min}}\) refers to the dimension. While considering the local extrema on a curve (example: boundary of slope region), the extrema are denoted by \(1^{-\text{max}}\) and \(1^{-\text{min}}\).

Let \(D(p, r) \subset \mathbb{R}^2\) be a disc centered at point \(p \in \mathbb{R}^2\) with radius \(r > 0\). The interior \(\text{int}(D)\) of \(D\) is a set of points \(\{q \in \mathbb{R}^2, \text{ such that } d(p, q) < r\}\). The boundary \(\delta D\) of the disk \(D\) is a continuous closed curve \(\delta D : D \setminus \text{int}(D)\). The boundary \(\delta D\) is a set of points \(\{q \in \mathbb{R}^2, \text{ such that } d(p, q) = r\}\).

Let \(R\) be a region obtained as the image of a continuous surjective map \(f : D \to R\). The set of points in image \(\text{im}(f|_{\text{int}(D)})\) is the interior \(\text{int}(R)\) of region \(R\) and the set of points in image \(\text{im}(f|_{\delta D})\) is the boundary \(\delta R\) of the region \(R\). The interior \(\text{int}(R)\) is homeomorphic to the disc.

**Definition 15 (Outer boundary of a region)** The outer boundary of the region \(R \subset \mathbb{R}^2\) is a simple continuous closed curve \(\pi(0, 1) \to \mathbb{R}\) that divides \(\mathbb{R}^2\) in two connected components: one containing \(R\) bounded by \(\pi\) and one unbounded.

The outer boundary of a region \(R\) lies in the boundary \(\delta R\) but is not necessarily homeomorphic to \(\delta D\). The above mentioned definitions of the interior of the region \(\text{int}(R)\), boundary \(\delta R\), and the outer boundary of \(R\) can be defined for a slope region \(S\) by replacing the term "region \(R\)" with the term "slope region \(S\)."

A set of points \(H \in \mathbb{R}^2\) is a hole in the slope region \(S \in \mathbb{R}^2\) iff \(H\) is (geometrically) within the outer boundary of the slope region \(S\) and no monotonic path exist between points \(h \in H\) and \(s \in S\).

The components present (geometrically) inside the outer boundary of the slope region \(S\) are connected to the outer boundary using the concept of inner boundary (also known as folded boundary). Figure 2.10 shows the significance of the inner boundary by displaying the difference between the two regions surrounding holes, (a) with the inner boundary and (b) without the inner boundary. In Fig. 2.10 (b), the outer boundary encapsulates the geometrical interior which is the union of the region of interest shaded in ‘blue’ and the holes (components) highlighted with green boundaries. In this case, the region of interest has 2 holes and is not homeomorphic to a disc. In comparison, the boundary in
The boundary of the slope region is composed by either a level curve or two monotonic paths connecting a 1-max and a 1-min.
Remark 3 \([\text{KCBGD}19a, \text{Lemma 2}]\) The boundary of a slope region may contain as \(a_2 - \max\) and \(a_2 - \min\), both simultaneously, but never a saddle point.

Contraction of forest of saddles
A connected sub-graph with all the vertices classified as saddle vertices is called a forest of saddles. The contraction of the forest of saddles is equivalent to the concept of folding and unfolding of monkey saddles explained by Edelsbrunner et al. \([\text{EHZ03}]\).

Remark 4 \([\text{KCBGD}19a, \text{Lemma 5}]\) The number of slope regions remains the same if all edges between the saddle points are contracted.

2.7 Preserving the structure and the topology of an image.

As stated previously, a digital image can be perceived as a geographical terrain model of 2.5D surface where the height of the surface corresponds to the intensity of the respective pixel. For a function \(g : \mathbb{R}^2 \rightarrow \mathbb{R}\), the critical point is a value in its domain where the gradient is undefined or equal to zero. The surface contours changes its topology at the critical points of the surface. For example, the surface contours will collapse to a point at a non-degenerated extremum and multiple contours will intersect at a saddle point. Therefore, by preserving the critical points and their function values the topology of the image is preserved.

The publications mentioned in the thesis deal with the construction of the irregular image pyramid that preserves the critical points and the connections between them. The top level of the pyramid consisting of a graph of critical points reveal the structure of the image. The graph operations are performed such that all the face in the graph at the top level of the pyramid adhere to properties of slope regions. Paper B and Paper C exploit the characteristics of the slope regions. Paper A aims for merging of the slope regions, while Paper D provides the algorithm and results from the proposed method.
This chapter is about merging the slope regions during the construction of an irregular image pyramid to achieve a compact representation. Section 3.1 provides the motivation of the proposed approach and Section 3.2 explains the Boundary Adjacency Graph (BAG) which serves as the basis for the proposed research. Section 3.3 summarizes the selected publication Paper A.

3.1 Motivation and Concept

A compact structural representation is one of the factors that determine the practicability of the topology-preserving image pyramid. Technically speaking, after the insertion of the hidden saddle vertices, all the non-well-composed configurations are converted to the well-composed configuration (Section 2.5.3, Def. 13). This means that the image surface is divided into slope regions, since the well-composed configurations comply to the Definition 11 of the slope region. But neither it provides any useful information about the structure of the image nor it is the best representation possible.

Helman et al. [HH91] shows that extraction of the desired structural information before visualizing it helps reduce the storage requirements. They concluded that the surface representation required about one-tenth the storage of the full data set. Concerning the concept of topology preserving irregular pyramids, a compact structure can be acquired by decomposing the image surface into a minimal number of slope regions. Eliminating the slope vertices is one factor to achieve the goal, but it is not sufficient. The other factor is the elimination (removal) of structurally irrelevant edges and merging the slope regions. A structurally irrelevant edge can be described as the edge that does not contribute to the structure and the topology. That means the merging of the slope regions should not create a saddle region. Paper A employs the Boundary Adjacency Graph (BAG) to derive a set of rules to determine the edges/paths that can be removed in order to merge the slope regions without creating a saddle region.
3. Merging of slope regions

3.2 Boundary Adjacency Graph (BAG)

Note: In Paper A, the Region Adjacency Graph (RAG) is referred to as the primal graph. The dual of the RAG $G = (V, E)$ is the Boundary Adjacency Graph $\overline{G} = (\overline{V}, \overline{E})$, where $\overline{V}$ and $\overline{E}$ correspond to the vertex set and the edge set in $\overline{G}$. The vertex $v \in V$ associates with a face in $G$ while the edge $e \in E$ associates with the common boundary between the two adjacent faces.

**Definition 16 (Orientation of an edge in BAG)** The orientation of an edge $e \in \overline{E}$ in graph $\overline{G}$ is from $v_l$ to $v_r$, where $v_l$ and $v_r$ are the vertices in $\overline{G}$ corresponding to the faces on the right and the left side of the respective edge $e$ in $G$ while walking in the direction of orientation of $e$.

A edge $e \in E$ in $\overline{G}$ is not oriented if the corresponding edge $e \in E$ in $G$ is also non-oriented.

3.2.1 Consequence of the graph operations on BAG

Following the duality property, the consequence of the graph operations (Section 2.2.1) performed on the RAG can be realized in the BAG. The edge contraction operation in the RAG merging two vertices corresponds to the edge removal operation which between the two respective regions in the BAG. Similarly, the edge removal operation in the RAG corresponds to the edge contraction operation in the BAG.

Following are the consequence of the graph operations on the BAG.

Table 3.1: Consequences on RAG $G$ due of edge contraction in $\overline{G} = (\overline{V}, \overline{E})$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Edge contraction in $\overline{G}$</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cardinality of edges set</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cardinality of vertex set</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>degree of new vertex</td>
<td>not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of faces</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.2 LBP categorisation of vertices in BAG

Following the method of LBP categorization of the vertices in RAG as mentioned in Section 2.5.1, the vertices of the BAG can be categorized into either of the two possible classes:

- The slope vertex - associated with the slope region in the RAG.
- The saddle vertex - associated with the saddle region in the RAG.
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3.3.1 Merging adjacent slope regions

This paper proposes a novel method of identifying structurally irrelevant edges that are eligible for the removal kernel in RAG. It defines the orientation of the boundary adjacency graph concerning the orientation of the edges in the RAG. The rules for identifying the irrelevant edges were inspired by observing the orientation of the edges incident on the vertices in the BAG corresponding regions to be merged in the RAG.

Two adjacent regions sharing the common boundary in the RAG may occur in arbitrary shape and size. Hence the rules for identifying whether the slope regions can be merged or not should be based on the features that are independent of the size and shape of the regions. The features used in Paper A for deriving the rules are: (a) the location of the 2-max and the 2-min on the boundary of the slope regions and (b) their connections with the common boundary. The paper enumerates all the possible combinations that may occur with these features.

Following is a hypothetical example that best explains the merging of the adjacent slope regions. Assume that a graph-based irregular image pyramid algorithm is applied to the image in Figure 3.1(a). The goal of the algorithm is to preserve the critical points and display the structure of the image with the least number of slope regions. At a certain level of the pyramid, assume that the algorithm produces a graph as shown in Figure 3.1(b). The vertex marked with the +, −, and S symbol are associated with the local maximum, the local minimum, and the slope vertex respectively. The vertex marked with \( \{S, +\} \) acts as a slope vertex for face \( F_1 \) and as a local maximum for face \( F_2 \). Similarly, the vertex marked with \( \{-, S\} \) acts as a local minimum for face \( F_1 \) and as a slope vertex for face \( F_2 \). All the remaining (randomly placed) vertices in blue color are slope vertices. The two adjacent faces \( F_1 \) and \( F_2 \) satisfy all the conditions required for a slope region. The removal of path \( \pi(\{S, +\}, \{-, S\}) \) will result in merging of the
3. Merging of slope regions

Two slope region $F_1$ and $F_2$. In this particular case, the merged face $F$ as shown in Figure 3.1(c) satisfies the conditions of slope region. Hence, the path $\pi(\{S, +\}, \{-, S\})$ is structurally irrelevant. One can observe that the critical points (in our case vertices $\{S, +\}$ and $\{-, S\}$) are eliminated in pairs. This is validated by a similar observation by Jan Koenderink in [Koe84]. Paper A explains the details of determining the structurally irrelevant edges/paths that can be removed, such that the resulting merged face will satisfy the conditions of the slope region.

![Diagram of merging two adjacent slope regions](image)

Figure 3.1: Example of merging two adjacent slope regions.

The use of the BAG simplifies the implementation of this approach. The approach mentioned in Paper A was employed in the Topology preserving Irregular Image Pyramid (TIIP) algorithm described in Paper D for determining the removal kernel.

### 3.3.2 Potential use cases for implementation.

The very first instant where the proposed approach can be applied is after the insertion of the hidden saddle vertices. Insertion of the single hidden saddle vertex makes the addition of one vertex and four incident edges to the graph. Figure 3.2(a) shows an example of such configuration with other edges incident on the vertices, assuming that the non-well composed configuration is not on the boundary of the image.

According to the proposed method, the four edges $(a, b)$, $(b, c)$, $(c, d)$, $(a, d)$ originally bounding the face of the non-well composed configuration will be eligible for removal. This will reduce the storage requirement by four edges per saddle point insertion.

Moreover, if the combinatorial map is used as a data structure, all the redundant edges (generated due to insertion of the hidden saddles) are independent of each other. Hence these edges can be removed in parallel with the algorithmic complexity of $O(1)$.

Fig. 3.3 shows an image of size 312×481 from Berkeley image segmentation dataset [MFTM01]. The neighbourhood graph at the base level contains 154401 vertices and 308000 edges. Following the proposed method, and ignoring the edges with contrast $c(e) = 0$, there are 218553 number of structurally redundant edges at the base level of the pyramid. The edges with contrast $c(e) = 0$ are ignored as they are eligible for the edge contraction operation. All the structurally redundant edges are eligible for the removal kernel. Although it must be noted that the proposed method operates on two adjacent slope...
regions locally. A slope region is not guaranteed by merging more than 2 slope regions simultaneously. In other words, two edges bounding a single slope region cannot be removed simultaneously. Therefore, even though the number of edges eligible for removal operation is considerably higher, the actual size of the removal kernel is bounded by half the number of faces ($|F|/2$).

Figure 3.2: Removing redundant edges after insertion of a hidden saddle vertex.

Figure 3.3: Image 160068 from [MFTM01] containing 308000 edges eligible for the removal kernel at the base level of the pyramid.
CHAPTER 4

Characterization and Generalization of slope regions

This chapter is about the identification of the important characteristic of the slope regions and their generalization. Section 4.1 states the motivation for the research in Paper B and Paper C. Section 4.2.1 summarizes Paper B that explains the two prototypes of the slope region. Section 4.3.1 outlines Paper C which deals specifically with identifying the properties that are necessary for the existence of the slope region.

4.1 Motivation and Concept

Theoretically, the slope regions have a simple definition based on the monotonic connectivity of the elements inside the slope region (refer Def. 11). Although the intrinsic relationship between the points inside the slope region remains the same, the slope regions may appear in different sizes, shapes, and properties. For the identification of the slope region, it is impractical to enumerate all the pairs of points and their connections to determine whether a region is a slope region or not. In formal terms, a region must comply with certain characteristics that are sufficient to classify the region as a slope region. Paper C formally proves the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of the slope region.

Slope regions may consist of different types and a different number of components (local extremum, holes). The modeling of the slope regions depends on these components and the connections between them. To simplify this process, Paper B discusses the generalization of the slope regions by explaining the two prototypes of the slope region. Paper B proves that a slope region can be classified into either of the two prototypes. Relating it with image processing, an image can be modeled as a combination of the two prototypes by partitioning the image surface into slope regions.
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4.2 Paper B - Partitioning 2D Images into Prototypes of Slope Region.


4.2.1 Prototypes of slope region

Several combinations of local maximum, local minimum, holes, outer boundary, and inner boundary can be imagined to construct a slope region. But the intrinsic properties and the flow of the contour field inside the slope region do not differ much. The main goal of Paper B is to exploit the surface properties of the slope region and introduce the two prototypes that are the generalization of the different slope regions. A prototype of a slope region is a graphical representation including all the possible components that a slope region may consist of. The two prototypes described are: (a) Prototype 1 (inclined slope region) and (b) Prototype 0 (horizontal slope region).

The prototypes help to model the following components and their connection with the boundary:

1. monotonic path connecting the local extremum and the outer boundary
2. connection of holes in the region with the outer boundary
3. connection of holes on the monotonic path connecting the local extremum and the outer boundary

In all the above cases, the inner boundary connects the component with the outer boundary such that the holes are excluded from the topological interior of the slope region. This makes the slope region homeomorphic to a disc. The later part of the paper explains the modeling of multiple monotonic paths on a single monotonic path connecting a local extremum and the outer boundary.

The last part of the selected publication focuses on the consequence of the presence of a saddle point on the boundary of the slope region. It emphasizes the significance that a saddle point on the boundary of a slope region (denoted as $S_1$) guarantees the presence of at least one more slope region adjacent to the slope region $S_1$.

4.2.2 Similarity and differences between the Prototypes

In this section, we discuss the similarities and differences between the two prototypes and the different types of holes. The majority of the components, namely the local maximum, the local minimum, and the holes are the same in both the prototypes of the slope region. The outer boundary accounts for the major difference between the two
prototypes from the graph-representation point of view. Prototype 1 corresponding to
the inclined slope region has an oriented outer boundary that associates with the two
monotonic paths. On the other hand, Prototype 0 corresponding to the horizontal slope
region has a non-oriented outer boundary associated with a closed level curve. Besides
the difference in the graph representation, there is a major difference in the flow of surface
contours inside the slope region. In Prototype 1, the contour lines (surface contours)
connecting the outer boundary have a gradient-like pattern such that there is a uniform
inequality between the adjacent contours. In contrast, the contour lines connecting the
outer boundary of prototype 0 have the same gray value throughout the slope region.

In simple words, one can imagine that the components engraved on an inclined plane result
in Prototype 1, and components engraved on a horizontal plane results in Prototype 0.
The holes are modeled such that the boundary of a hole is always a level curve. As a
consequence, the holes (irrespective of their type) always comply with Prototype 0.

Chapter 5 discusses the algorithm to decompose images into slope regions. But, by
knowing the fact that the slope region prototypes are the generalization of slope regions,
the two prototypes span the image. Alternatively, a slope complex (image surface) can
be constructed by combining the prototypes of the slope region.

4.3 Paper C - Characterizing slope regions.

"Characterizing slope regions." Gonzalez-Diaz, R., Batavia, D., Casablanca, R. M., &

4.3.1 Characteristics of a slope region

An image can be visualized as a 2.5D continuous surface defined by a continuous height
map (pixel-intensity map) is denoted by \( h : \mathbb{R}^2 \to \mathbb{R} \). For the remaining of the thesis and
selected publications, the gray value pixel intensity map is denoted by \( g : \mathbb{R}^2 \to \mathbb{R} \).

The paper begins with a clear distinction between the interior and the topological
interior of the slope region. It emphasizes the fact that the interior of the slope region is
homeomorphic to a disc besides the fact that the slope region geometrically encapsulates
the holes. It also explains the difference between the boundaries (the inner and the outer
boundary) and the frontier of the slope region.

The formal proof of the necessary conditions that a slope region must satisfy consists
of two parts: (a) constraints on the interior of the slope region and (b) the constraints
on the boundary of the slope region. Similarly, the Paper mentions three conditions
that a region needs to satisfy to be categorized as a slope region. The necessary and the
sufficient conditions are based on a simple checklist based on the:

1. presence of saddles inside the slope region
2. presence of R-max and R-min (local maximum and local minimum with respect to the region) inside the slope region.

3. classification of boundary as monotonic paths or level curves.

The above enumerations are associated with the key characteristic of the slope region and are independent of the size, shape, and number of components inside the slope region. The components mentioned in the enumeration play a major role in defining the topology of the region. Moreover, the identification of the slope region is simplified without scrutinizing the relationship between the points inside the slope region.

The later part of the paper explains the modeling of the slope region as homeomorphic to a disc and the modeling of holes as explained in Paper B.

4.3.2 Non-unique decomposition into slope regions

The final part of Paper C (refer Fig. 4.1) displays the decomposition of a single image into different combinations of the slope region. It expresses the flexibility offered by the slope regions while decomposing an image, unlike the unique solution that is provided by the watershed decomposition. This flexibility can be explained by continuing the example of a beginner skiing downhill (see Section 2.6.1) and the path of water flowing downhill. The path of water flowing downhill is predictable and unique like the gradient descent. The path of a beginner skier is not predictable and has multiple numbers of the monotonic path to choose from while skiing downhill. These paths are associated with an edge (or path) that decomposes the surface into regions. Similarly, the boundary of the slope region can be optimized to achieve same desired results such as decomposition of an image without holes, decomposition with a maximum number of holes, or decomposition such that the regions are approximately of the same size, and amongst others. This could be useful for applications like object matching using the structure of the object derived by fixing the constraints for optimization.
Figure 4.1: (a) A digital image and, with the local minima, local maxima and saddle plateaus surrounded, respectively, by blue, red and green closed curves. (b), (c) and (d) Different slope-region decomposition of the same image. Reprinted from [GDBCK21] with permission from Springer.
This first part of this chapter (Section 5.2) discusses the Topology preserving Irregular Image Pyramid (TIIP) algorithm mentioned in Paper D and the important results of its implementation. The second part (Section 5.3) guides us through the solution that is considered as a link between the ingeniously designed rules in the TIIP algorithm and machine learning described in Paper E.

5.1 Motivation

This chapter focuses on the efficient computation of the slope region hierarchy using a handcrafted method and discusses a potential extension towards a learning based approach. Paper D describes the TIIP algorithm built on the foundation of the theory mentioned in the previous chapters. The major motivation of implementing the TIIP algorithm was to discover the importance of preserving the structure and the topology of an image in image representation. Another aim was to achieve non-unique solutions for decomposing an image into slope regions. This opens the possibility to optimize the decomposition based on the different aspects such as the area or the slope regions, or the common boundary between the two slope regions.

The TIIP algorithm consists of several ingeniously designed rules. These rules can be satisfied by various implementation methods. Any modification in the implementation method requires a deep understanding of the implementation. To avoid this, Paper E focuses on deriving an objective function as a first step to learn a few of the many ingeniously designed handcrafted rules. Besides, this rules are not comprehensible by the computers, whereas the objective functions can be interpreted and processed by the computers.
5. Experiments and Results

5.2 Paper D - Image = structure + few colors

"Image = structure + few colors". Batavia, D., Gonzalez-Diaz, R., & Kropatsch, W. G. (2021, January). In Joint IAPR International Workshops on Statistical Techniques in Pattern Recognition (SPR) and Structural and Syntactic Pattern Recognition (SSPR) (pp. 365-375). Springer, Cham.

5.2.1 Topology preserving Irregular Image pyramid algorithm

The proposed Topology preserving Irregular Image Pyramid (TIIP) algorithm in Paper D uses the edge contraction and the edge removal operation (Section 2.2.1) to build an irregular image pyramid over the 4-adjacent neighborhood graph of an image. It uses the combinatorial map (Section 2.3) as the data structure. A combinatorial map facilitates the execution of multiple number of edge contractions and removals in parallel, provided that the edges are combinatorially independent (Section 2.3.1). The parallel complexity of the TIIP algorithm for building the irregular image pyramid is $O(\log d)$ where $d$ is the diameter of the largest object in the image. Broadly speaking, The TIIP algorithm is based on the three fundamental rules as follows:

- Edges with the lower contrast are given priority for the edge contraction over the edges with higher contrast.
- During the edge contraction operation, the critical vertices always survive.
- The edge removal operation should not generate disconnected graphs.

The edge contraction operation abide to a handcrafted pipeline in the following order:

1. Contraction of level curves on the boundary of the image.
2. Contraction of edges with contrast $c(e) = 0$ and LBP categorization of the plateau regions.
3. Contraction of the remaining edges with contrast $c(e) > 0$.

Section 2 of Paper D explains the details of the algorithm and reasons for each enumeration in the above handcrafted pipeline. The top level of the pyramid is a graph of critical points and their connections that retains the structure of the input image. Therefore, the number of vertices at the top level of the pyramid depends on the input image. The number of critical vertices can be high for an image with high texture information, while the number of critical vertices will be lower for smooth images like depth-map images. Referring to the Barkeley image segmentation dataset [MFTM01], typically the top level of the pyramid consists of approximately 12-30% of the vertices in the base level. The top-down expansion of the pyramid using the structure and the color values of the critical vertices results in the reconstructed image. The reconstructed image preserves the high
frequency texture information of the original image, while a pastelization effect can be observed in the regions with low contrast.

![Original image](image1.png)

(a) Original image

![Reconstructed image](image2.png)

(b) Reconstructed image from 12.9\% of vertices at the top level of the pyramid.

Figure 5.1: Original and reconstructed image using the TIIP algorithm. Reprinted from [BGDK20] with permission from Springer.

Fig 5.1(a) displays the original image (number 43074) from the Berkeley image segmentation dataset [MFTM01]. Fig. 5.1(b) shows the reconstructed image from the top level of the pyramid consisting of 12.9\% of vertices in the base of the pyramid. The reconstructed image preserves the high frequency textures and the structural information present in the original image, with very few artifacts. It confirms that the image is a combination of its structure and a few colors associated with the critical vertices. Further results and statistical information related to the implementation for 30 different images from the
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Berkeley image segmentation dataset [MFTM01] can be found in the Technical Report

5.2.1.1 Reduction function and Expansion function

The reduction function is responsible for determining the gray value of the merged vertex after the edge contraction operation. In contrast, the expansion function is responsible for determining the gray values during the de-contraction operation, which is the inverse operation of the edge contraction. The reduction function and the expansion function play an important role during the construction and expansion of the irregular image pyramid. Selecting an optimal reduction and expansion function may help to improve the quality of the reconstructed image.

Averaging the gray values is one of the simplest examples of the reduction function. By averaging, the gray value \( g(w) \) of the merged vertex \( w \) after contracting the edge \( e(u, v) \) will result in \( g(w) = (g(u) + g(v))/2 \). But this may result in changes to the orientation of the edges initially incident to vertex \( u \) and \( v \). Moreover, following the proposed TIIP algorithm, the top level of the pyramid consists of critical vertices only and the gray values of the critical vertices are preserved. Hence the reduction function does not play an important role as the gray values of the critical vertices do not change. In simple words, after contracting the edge \( e(u, v) \) the reduction function in the TIIP algorithm follows:

- \( g(w) = g(u) \) if vertices \( u, v \) are non-critical vertices and vertex \( u \) is the randomly selected surviving vertex.
- \( g(w) = g(u) \) where vertex \( u \) is critical and vertex \( v \) is non-critical.

The expansion function is rather more interesting, and it may prove helpful in generating reconstructed images that are nearly identical to the original image. In contrast to the reduction function, the expansion function determines the gray value of vertex \( u \) and \( v \) after de-contraction of vertex \( w \). The de-contraction operation of vertex \( w \) results in two vertices \( u \) and \( v \) connected by an edge \( e(u, v) \). The incident edges on vertex \( w \) are divided between the vertices \( u \) and \( v \) depending on the structure. The simplest expansion function is inheritance, where \( g(u) = g(v) = g(w) \). The implementation in Paper D follows the inheritance expansion function. This works well for the binary images but one can think of better options for gray scale and colored images.

In the case of a gray scale image, we know that the TIIP algorithm follows the fundamental rule of giving priority to the edges with lower contrast for the edge contraction operation. In simple words, the edges with the lowest contrast get contracted before the edges with relatively higher contrast. In contrast, during the top-down expansion of the pyramid, the edges with relatively higher contrast are de-contracted prior to the edges with low contrast. The process of de-contraction follows the first come last served policy for the
contracted edges. Besides, at the top level of the pyramid, the paths connecting the extrema are maximal monotonic paths only. Knowing the gray values of the end points of the maximal monotonic path, non-linear interpolation could possibly be a better option for determining the gray values during the de-contraction process. Though this claim largely depends on the data, length of the maximal monotonic path and the contrast across the endpoints of the monotonic path. Further experiments and research related to the expansion function is left for the future work.

5.3 Paper E - A Step Towards Learning Contraction Kernels for Irregular Image Pyramid


5.3.1 A step towards learning the contraction kernel

The ingeniously designed pipeline in the TIIP algorithm is responsible for prioritizing the eligibility of the edges for the contraction operation. The actual selection of the contraction kernel relies on the combinatorial dependencies between the eligible edges. In simple words, the edges inside the plateau region \( c(e) = 0 \) are given priority over the edges with contrast \( c(e) > 0 \). The contraction process of edges with \( c(e) > 0 \) starts after all the plateau regions are collapsed to their respective representative vertex. But depending on the input data, there can be edges \( e(u, v) \) with \( c(e) > 0 \) that are independent of the edges inside the plateau regions. Here, an edge \( e(u, v) \) is independent of the plateau region \( L \) iff the closest distance \( d \) between the two vertices \( \min(d(u, w), d(v, w)) ) \geq 2 \), where \( w \in L \). Contraction of such independent edges with \( c(e) > 0 \) simultaneously with the plateau region do not conflict the contraction of the plateau region or the categorization of the plateau region (Def.\text{12} in Section \text{2.5.3}). By doing so, a larger contraction kernel can be computed that would lower the height of the pyramid. Paper E presents an objective function that prioritizes the eligibility of the edges for the contraction operation irrespective of the pipeline mentioned in Paper D.

The objective function is majorly based on the cost of the contraction kernel. The cost of the contraction kernel is a combination of (a) the sum of the cost of the edges inside the contraction kernel and (b) the size of the contraction kernel. The two parameters in the cost function, namely the multiplier \( m \) and the Lagrange multiple \( \lambda \), that allow to control the cost of the contraction kernel. The cost of an edge \( e \) is a revamped version of its contrast \( c(e) \) controlled by a multiplier \( m \). While the size of the contraction kernel is altered with the help of a Lagrange multiplier \( \lambda \). The target of the objective function is to realize the largest contraction kernel with the lowest cost from a set of possible contraction kernels. The values of the parameters \( m \) and \( \lambda \) can be learned for a particular dataset or can be adjusted to achieve a particular size and cost of the contraction kernel.
for constructing a desirable irregular image pyramid. Meanwhile, the set of the potential contraction kernel can be computed with the help of the dictionary of the connected components of the contraction kernel.

One can claim that if the equivalent contraction kernel (a combination of two or more contraction kernels) is optimal, then the individual contraction kernel at each level of the pyramid will also be optimal. It would be a difficult task to prove this claim, but it may assist in learning an optimal equivalent contraction kernel instead of individually realizing the contraction kernels at each level of the pyramid.

5.3.2 Consequence of parameter values of the objective function

Paper E presents the results of connected component labelling (CCL) for justifying the claim of adjusting the size and the cost of the contraction kernel by tuning the values of the parameters ($m$ and $\lambda$). Binary images after Gaussian blurring are used as input (Fig. 5.2 (a)) and the outputs are the CCL (Fig. 5.2 (b)-(d)) that can be achieved by varying the values of the parameters $m$ and $\lambda$. By varying the values of the parameters, the number of the edges eligible for the contraction changes and eventually will affect the connected component labelling. In Fig. 5.2b, the number of connected components ($\# \text{ CC}$) is 126 and the parameters are sensitive of the slightest contrast that is caused due to Gaussian blur. The parameters for CCL in Fig. 5.2c are less sensitive to the small contrast changes and results in 66 connected components. After further tuning the parameters, the number of connected components can be lowered to 6 as shows in Fig. 5.2d. Coincidentally the CCL in Fig. 5.2d matches with the CCL of the original binary image without blurring. Note that the presented application is to show the changes in the edges eligible for the contraction operation and its effect on CCL by tuning the parameters. Image deblurring is not the ultimate goal of this application. The proposal for the future work is to learn the parameter values for a training set and apply it over the test set. The framework of the proposed approach is simple and it does not consist of the convolution layers and activation functions present in deep neural networks. Therefore the proposed approach might simplify the process of understanding the learning process.

Refer Technical Report\footnote{https://www.prip.tuwien.ac.at/people/darshan/more/publications/9TR.pdf} for further experiments and statistical information that verifying the claims in Paper E.
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(a) input image after Gaussian blur with std. dev. = 0.6

(b) $\#CC = 126$ for $m = 0.15$ and $\lambda = 15$

(c) $\#CC = 66$ for $m = 0.05$ and $\lambda = 25$

(d) $\#CC = 6$ for $m = 0.01$ and $\lambda = 45$

Figure 5.2: Connected component labelling of blurred binary image with different value of parameter $m$ and $\lambda$. Reprinted from [BGDK22] with permission from SCITEPRESS.
Concluding Remarks

In this concluding chapter the original contributions of this thesis are summarized and possible future work is presented.

6.1 Conclusion

The theoretical contributions of this cumulative thesis are focused on the characterization, representation, and generalization of the Slope regions. Paper C explains the important characteristics of the slope region and the necessary conditions that a region should satisfy to be categorized as a slope region. It also discusses various properties of the slope region that helps to identify whether a region is a slope region or not. Paper B generalizes the slope regions into two prototypes of the slope region. Irrespective of the geometrical properties (like size, and shape) of the slope region and presence/absence/multiple occurrences of the components of the slope region (the local maximum, the local minimum, holes), every slope region can be categorized into either of the two prototypes of the slope region. Moreover, Paper B introduces the novel concept of the inner boundary (or the folded boundary) and makes a clear distinction between the inner boundary, and the outer boundary. The concept of inner boundary is used to model the holes that are geometrically encapsulated by the outer boundary of the slope region but are topologically excluded from the interior of the slope region. The exclusion of holes from the interior makes the slope region homeomorphic to a disc.

Using the properties of the slope region, Paper A introduces a method to detect the structurally redundant connections (common boundary) between the adjacent slope regions. Removal of the structurally redundant common boundary will combine the two slope regions to form a merged slope region. The set of redundant connections is a superset of the removal kernel. Besides, Paper A defines the orientation of the edges in the Boundary adjacency graph (BAG) and discusses the vertices categories in the BAG. The proposed approach for detecting the redundant edges is inspired by the vertex
categories in the BAG. The approach is independent of the size and shape of the slope regions. Since it relies on the local properties of the pair of slope regions, it can be implemented in parallel. Removal of the redundant connections helps to lower the storage memory, assists in a compact representation, and increases the efficiency of building the slope region hierarchy.

Paper D describes an algorithm to build the hierarchy of the slope regions over a 4-adjacent neighborhood graph of an image. It is recommended to use the combinatorial map as the data structure, as it has the ability to capture the structure and allow parallel processing. The parallel complexity of the algorithm is $O(\log d)$ where $d$ is the diameter of the largest object in the image. The top level of the pyramid consists of critical vertices and connections between them. It preserves the structure and topology of the image. The reconstructed image from the top level of the pyramid, suggests that an image is a combination of its structure and a few colors that are associated with the critical points.

Paper E attempts to link the handcrafted algorithm from Paper D with the learning based approaches broadening the scope of the concept. Paper E defines the cost of a contraction kernel which depends on the cost of the edges in the contraction kernel and the size of the contraction kernel. The objective function based on the cost of the contraction kernel is responsible for finding the largest contraction kernel with minimal cost. Besides, Paper E introduces a novel concept- the dictionary of connected components of the contraction kernel. It claims that an optimal contraction kernel can be learned by combining the dictionary of the connected components and the proposed objective function. This step is envisioned as a step towards learning the contraction kernels for an irregular image pyramid.

### 6.2 Future Work

The proposed theory on Slope complex and decomposition of surfaces into slope regions is limited to 2-dimensional space only. I plan to extend the theory to higher dimensions. By using the induction technique, the characteristics and properties of a slope region can be proved for the $nD$ slope manifold.

There is space for improvement in the quality of the reconstructed images. Better reduction and expansion functions can be derived by incorporating the information from the input data and analyzing it.

The top level of the pyramid consists of critical points only and the connections between them can be further reduced by eliminating insignificant critical vertices. Eliminating the critical points will simplify the topology and the structure of the image. It will assist in a further compact representation, though the original topology and the structure of the image will not be preserved anymore. This requires knowledge from the field of persistent homology, a tool in computational topology which is responsible to measure and order the topological features of the data.
In the field of mathematics and graph theory, the Graph Edit Distance (GED) is commonly used to measure the similarity between the two graphs. It depends on the insertion and deletion of the edges and vertices. The concept of graph edit distance can be extended to pyramid edit distance with the help of the cost of the contraction kernel defined in Paper E.

Last but not least, the link between the THP algorithm and machine learning can be further exploited to learn the contraction kernels for an irregular image pyramid. It opens up the field of learning the pyramid to achieve better application specific results. Unlike the commonly used CNN’s, the irregular image pyramids do not require convolution layers and activation functions. This makes the framework easy to understand and may help to reveal the features learned by the machine.
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